A key step in the analysis of FCM data is the grouping of individual cell data records (that is, events) into discrete populations on the basis of similarities in light scattering and fluorescence. This analysis is usually accomplished by sequential manual partitioning ('gating') of cell events into populations through visual inspection of plots in one or two dimensions at a time. Yet many problems have been noted with this approach to FCM data analysis, including its subjective, time-consuming nature and the difficulty in effectively analyzing high-dimensional data 5 .
Flow cytometers provide high-dimensional quantitative measurement of light scatter and fluorescence emission properties of hundreds of thousands of individual cells in each analyzed sample. FCM is used routinely both in research labs to study normal and abnormal cell structure and function and in clinical labs to diagnose and monitor human disease as well as response to therapy and vaccination. In a typical FCM analysis, cells are stained with fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies that bind to the cell surface and intracellular molecules. Within the flow cytometer, cells are passed sequentially through laser beams that excite the fluorochromes. The emitted light, which is proportional to the antigen density, is then measured. The latest flow cytometers can analyze 20 different characteristics for individual cells in complex mixtures 1 , and recently developed mass spectrophotometrybased cytometers could dramatically increase this number [2] [3] [4] .
A key step in the analysis of FCM data is the grouping of individual cell data records (that is, events) into discrete populations on the basis of similarities in light scattering and fluorescence. This analysis is usually accomplished by sequential manual partitioning ('gating') of cell events into populations through visual inspection of plots in one or two dimensions at a time. Yet many problems have been noted with this approach to FCM data analysis, including its subjective, time-consuming nature and the difficulty in effectively analyzing high-dimensional data 5 .
Since 2007, there has been a surge in the development and application of computational methods to FCM data in an effort to overcome these serious limitations in manual gating-based analysis, with successful results reported in each case . However, it has been unclear how the results from these approaches compared with each other and with traditional manual gating results because every new algorithm was assessed using distinct data sets and evaluation methods. To address these shortcomings, members of the algorithm development, FCM user, and software and instrument vendor communities initiated the FlowCAP project (http://flowcap.flowsite.org/). The goals of FlowCAP are to advance the development of computational methods for the identification of cell populations of interest in FCM data by providing the means to objectively test and compare these methods, and to provide guidance to the end user about how best to use these algorithms. Here we report the results from the first two FlowCAP-sponsored competitions, which evaluated the ability of automated approaches to address two important use cases: cell population identification and sample classification.
results

FlowCAP i: cell population identification challenges
The goal of these challenges was to compare the results of assigning cell events to discrete cell populations using computational tools with the results from manual gates produced by expert analysts. Algorithms competed in the four following challenges. For "Challenge 1: completely automated", we compared completely automated gating algorithms for exploratory analysis. Software used in this challenge either did not have any tuning parameters (for example, skewing parameters or density thresholds) or had tuning parameters whose values were fixed in advance and used across all data sets. For "Challenge 2:
manually tuned," we compared semiautomated gating algorithms with manually adjusted parameters tuned for individual data sets. For "Challenge 3: assignment of cells to populations with predefined number of populations," we compared algorithms for cases in which the number of expected populations was known. "Challenge 4: supervised approaches trained using human-provided gates" was similar to Challenge 2, with 25% of the manual gates (that is, population membership labels) for each data set provided to participants for training and tuning their algorithms.
Four human data sets (graft-versus-host disease (GvHD), diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), symptomatic West Nile virus (WNV) and normal donors (ND)) and one mouse data set (hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT)) were used for these challenges (Online Methods).
For these challenges, the current standard practice for FCM data analysis-manual gating performed by expert analysts from the laboratory that generated the data sets-was used for comparison against cell population membership defined by each automated algorithm. The F-measure statistic (the harmonic mean of precision and recall; Online Methods) was used for this comparison. An F-measure of 1.0 indicates perfect reproduction of the manual gating result with no false positive or false negative events. from the top algorithm-such as ADICyt in Challenges 1-3 and SamSPECTRAL in Challenge 3; some were in the top group for some of the data sets (such as flowMeans, FLOCK and FLAME in Challenge 1); and some were never in the top group (such as flowKoh). Allowing participants to tune algorithmic parameters did not result in much improvement, as the highest overall F-measure did not increase (0.89 for both completely automated and manually tuned algorithms); only three of the six algorithms that participated in both Challenge 1 and Challenge 2 (SamSPECTRAL, CDP and flowClust/Merge) demonstrated a modest improvement in overall F-measure, and in some cases the F-measures AnAlysis actually decreased after human intervention (for example, with FLAME). In contrast, providing the number of cell populations sought in Challenge 3 made predictions more accurate for seven of the eight algorithms that participated in both Challenge 1 and Challenge 3, with five algorithms achieving overall F-measures greater than 0.9 (ADICyt, SamSPECTRAL, flowMeans, TCLUST and FLOCK). In addition, providing a set of example results for algorithm training and parameter tuning in Challenge 4 improved the results of flowClust/Merge by 0.13 and allowed the Radial SVM approach to outperform the fully automated algorithms used in Challenge 1 for four of the five data sets. Taken together, these results suggest that estimating the correct number of cell populations (as defined by manual gates) remains a challenge for most automated approaches, and providing training data improves performance. Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 2 show the estimated run times of the algorithms on single-core CPUs or GPUs (for CDP only). Run times ranged from 1 s to >4 h per sample. ADICyt, which had the highest rank score in the first three challenges, also required the longest run times. flowMeans, FLOCK, FLAME, SamSPECTRAL and MM&PCA needed substantially shorter run times and still performed reasonably well in comparison with ADICyt. Note that, owing to hardware and software differences, these numbers may not be precisely comparable; the information is provided to give some sense of the differences in time requirements for these specific implementations.
Improving algorithmic performance by combining predictions. Much as in other data analysis settings (see ref. 29 for a review), combining results from different cell population identification methods provides improved accuracy over any individual method. For all four cell population identification challenges, ensemble clustering, which combines the results of all the submitted algorithms (Online Methods), resulted in a higher overall F-measure and rank score than any individual algorithm ( Table 2 and Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) . In addition, ensemble clustering gave a higher F-measure for each of the individual data sets in each challenge, with only four exceptions in Challenge 4.
In addition to identifying cell populations more accurately, ensemble clustering can provide an alternative approach for evaluating algorithms by using ablation analysis to measure their contribution to the combined predictions. For example, in Challenge 3, when only four algorithms were included in the ensemble (TCLUST, ADICyt, FLAME and SWIFT), the F-measure was still close to 0.95 ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Adding two more algorithms to the set resulted in only a minor improvement. Similar patterns were observed in the other challenges. Although the absolute order differed in the ablation analysis, algorithms with higher F-measures tended to be removed later (that is, they had a larger contribution to the ensemble). We also performed the ablation analysis in the reversed order (meaning that the algorithm with maximum contribution was removed first). As expected, the algorithms with a higher F-measure tend to be excluded earlier (Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
Algorithm performance with refined manual gates. In the population identification challenges, predefined populations identified by human experts corresponded to a single set of manual gates prepared by the original data providers for comparison. However, manual gating is known to be subjective and potentially error prone even in the hands of domain experts 30 . Without detailed guidance on the goals of FlowCAP, the data providers tended to focus gating only on cells considered relevant to the goals of their studies and therefore provided incomplete population delineation in some cases. In addition, relying on a single set of gates meant that inconsistencies in manual gating between different analysts were not taken into account. To address these deficiencies, we instructed eight individuals from five different institutions to identify all cell populations (exhaustive gating) discernible in the HSCT and GvHD data sets (Supplementary Note 2). These data sets were selected because they had the highest and lowest overall F-measures, representing the best and worst cases for the automated methods, respectively.
A consensus of the eight manual gates was first constructed as a reference (Online Methods). Algorithm comparison against this reference started with cell populations in the entire data set AnAlysis that demonstrated the best match across all eight manual gates and then gradually proceeded to include more cell populations with weaker matches between the human analysts (Fig. 1) . The inclusion of cell populations with less agreement between the human experts resulted in a gradual reduction in F-measures for both individual manual gates and algorithms, suggesting that certain populations were more difficult to resolve for both manual and automated analysis, especially for the GvHD data set. However, the overall relative performance of algorithms for both data sets using these multiple sets of exhaustive gates was generally consistent with the initial results. For example, the top four algorithms for the HSCT data set were FLAME, ADICyt, flowMeans and MM&PCA for both the initial and the consensus manual gates (Supplementary Table 1 ). In addition, ensemble clustering performed well within the range of manual results, especially for the most consistent populations.
As an alternative to the overall F-measures, we used consensus manual clusters as a reference in a per-population analysis (Online Methods) to determine whether certain cell populations were responsible for high or low algorithm performance by determining F-measures for each cell population separately ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary Figs. 7 and 8) . For most populations in both samples, the high F-measure values highlighted the close agreement between manual and automated results. For example, cell population no. 3 in the HSCT data set demonstrated high pairwise F-measures between all of the algorithms and manual gates, which indicated that this cell population was easily identified manually and algorithmically. In contrast, cell population no. 5 was effectively identified by only the manual gates and a few of the algorithms: SWIFT, ADICyt, CDP and FLOCK. Similar conclusions were reached for the GvHD data set ( Supplementary Figs. 9 and 10) .
Practical considerations. The F-measure analysis provides a rigorous quantitative measure of algorithm performance for population identification. On the basis of this analysis, although several algorithms performed well on individual data sets, combining the results of a subset of the algorithms produced better results than did individual algorithms in almost every case. The perpopulation analysis showed that the best-matching algorithms were not always the same for each population, suggesting that different algorithms may have different abilities to resolve populations, depending on the exact structure of the data. This result was not surprising given the wide range of strategies used by the different algorithms, and it motivates the recommendation for using an ensemble approach over any single algorithm for optimal performance.
Further demonstration of the practical utility of ensemble clustering of automated algorithm results is provided through a visual example using the HSCT data set (Fig. 3) . Cell population classification by ensemble clustering was compared against consensus manual gating in two-and three-dimensional dot plots. One sample was selected as an example of strong agreement and one sample was selected as an example of weak agreement between the computational and manual results. For both samples shown, cell events determined to be members of the same cell population by ensemble clustering were nearly always located within a single polygon from manual gating. CD45.1 and CD45.2 are allotype (Fig. 3a,b) , ensemble clustering identified some CD45.2 + cells that were either Ly65 + or Mac1 + (indicating that they are either granulocytes or monocytes from the myeloid lineage) and others that were both Ly65 − and Mac1 − (indicating that they are lymphocytes), thus indicating repopulation of both major hematopoietic lineages and successful hematopoietic stem cell engraftment. In contrast, although the other sample (Fig. 3c,d ) was found to contain CD45.2 + , Ly65/Mac1 − lymphocytes, no CD45.2 + , Ly65/Mac1 + granulocytes/monocytes were observed, which indicated unsuccessful stem cell engraftment. Thus, ensemble clustering was found to be an excellent method for automated assessment of hematopoietic stem cell engraftment using CD45 allotype markers in mouse models.
AnAlysis
markers of murine hematopoietic cells that are frequently used to distinguish between donor and recipient cells after transplantation, with CD45.1 marking recipient cells and CD45.2 marking donor cells in this case. In one sample
FlowCAP ii: sample-classification challenges
Another important application for FCM analysis is the use of biomarker patterns in FCM data for the purpose of sample classification. We assembled a benchmark of three data sets in which the subjects/samples were associated with an external variable that could be used as an independent measure of truth for sample classification. The benchmark consisted of three data sets for (i) studying the effect of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) exposure on African infants who were either exposed to HIV in utero but uninfected (HEU) or unexposed (UE), (ii) diagnosis of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) using AML and non-AML samples from a reference diagnostic laboratory and (iii) discriminating between two antigen stimulation groups of post-HIV vaccination T cells (Gag versus Env stimulated) from the HIV Vaccine Trials Network (HVTN) (Online Methods). For each data set, half of the correct sample classifications were provided to participants for training purposes; the other half were used for independent testing and validation. For the AML challenge, additional results were submitted through the DREAM (Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessment and Methods) [31] [32] [33] [34] initiative.
Algorithm performance. We received a total of 43 submissions ( Table 1 and Supplementary Note 1), including 14 through the DREAM project (Supplementary Note 3) . The results of this challenge are summarized in Table 3 , Supplementary Figure 11 and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 . The precision, recall, accuracy and F-measure values on the test set show that for two of the data sets (AML and HVTN), many algorithms were able to perfectly predict the external variables. For example, flowCoreflowStats, flowType-FeaLect, Kmeanssvm, PRAMS, SPADE and SWIFT all gave perfect classification accuracy (that is, F-measure = 1.0) on the HVTN data set. For the third data set (HEUvsUE), despite mostly accurate predictions on the training data, none of the algorithms performed well on the test data. The lack of good performance of any algorithm on this data set combined with a theoretical consideration of the underlying biology (nonproductive HIV exposure several months before sampling may not lead to long-term changes in peripheral blood cell populations) suggests that these samples may be unclassifiable on the basis of the FCM markers used.
Outlier analysis. In all data sets, the misclassifications were uniformly distributed across the test sets ( Fig. 4a and Supplementary  Figs. 12 and 13) , with only a single exception (sample no. 340 of the AML data set), suggesting that no systematic problems were causing misclassifications. Visualization of FCM data from the sample no. 340 outlier in comparison with those of typical AML and non-AML subjects suggested that the outlier, like typical AML cases, had a sizable CD34 + population; however, the forward-scatter values overlapped with those of normal lymphocytes (Fig. 4b-g ). Obtaining additional information on this patient was not possible. 
AnAlysis
However, an independent evaluation of the FCM results by a hematopathologist suggested alternative explanations for why this sample was an outlier. For one, the forward scatter (roughly proportional to the diameter of the cell) of the blasts was lower than that found in other AML patients. Leukemic blast size shows wide variation from patient to patient, and even within a given patient, being medium to large in size in most 35 and very small ('microblastic') in rare patients (as in refs. 36, 37) . The other possibility is that given the lower blast frequency (16.7%), this patient may have been diagnosed with high-grade myelodysplasia (blasts 10%-19%)-a preleukemic condition-rather than AML, which requires a blast count of >20% for diagnosis. Alternatively, the patient may have AML by morphological blast count, but FCM may be underestimating the blast frequency because of hemodilution of the bone marrow specimen or presence of cell debris or unlysed red blood cells 38 .
Predictive cell populations identified. Previous manual gating-based analysis of the HVTN data identified the CD4 + interleukin-2 (IL-2) + T-cell subpopulation as discriminative between Env-and Gag-stimulated samples, with the proportion of CD4 + IL-2 + cells in the Env-stimulated samples being systematically higher than in the Gag-stimulated samples (data not shown). This effect was not observed in manually gated placebo data, which indicates that it is vaccine specific and consistent with the Env glycoprotein 120 boost given to study participants. Notably, examination of the features selected by automated methods for classification between Env-and Gagstimulated samples revealed that, of the eight methods that directly identified predictive features, four selected features containing the CD4 + IL-2 + phenotype. The sample classifications using the CD4 + IL-2 + population gated manually were slightly less accurate than the automatic results obtained from the same population. Post hoc examination of the data revealed that several of the control and stimulated samples in the data set were matched from different experimental runs, suggesting a possible run-specific effect. When these samples were filtered out of the analysis, manual gating was able to perform as accurately as the algorithms, which suggests that the algorithmic approaches were actually more robust with respect to the technical variation than the manual analysis. For more details, see Supplementary Note 4.
Practical considerations. Of the three data sets assembled to test algorithms in the sample-classification challenge, the AML data set represents an important real-world patient-classification use case. FCM is the laboratory method of choice for the diagnosis of acute leukemia because it not only allows for the identification of abnormal cell populations via comparison with normal blood or bone marrow but also allows for the classification of the disease into different subtypes with different prognoses and treatment 
options. Of the 25 algorithms that participated in the AML sampleclassification challenge, 12 provided perfect classification of all 359 patient samples (F-measure = 1.00) into the AML versus non-AML categories using data from 2,872 separate FCM staining samples. An additional eight algorithms were discrepant on only sample no. 340 classification, which, although labeled as a non-AML sample, appears to be a borderline case. This impressive result, in which 80% of the automated methods performed near perfectly in the classification of acute leukemia, indicates that these methods can now be incorporated into diagnostics pathology laboratory workflows for the diagnosis of AML, and possibly other neoplastic diseases, thereby eliminating the labor-intensive, subjective and error-prone features of manual analysis. The HVTN challenge represented a relatively difficult problem of distinguishing between T-cell responses to two viral antigens present in the same HIV vaccine. Considering the modest results of previous manual analysis (data not shown), we were surprised by the high performance of classification algorithms in the HVTN challenge. This was an important conclusion of this part of FlowCAP: that several sample-classification algorithms performed much better than expected. Notably, two of the four algorithms that provided results for both of the data sets (flowType-FeaLect and SPADE) gave perfect classifications for both, thereby suggesting that automated methods perform very well in sample classification, even for data sets that were challenging for manual analysis.
disCussion
The FlowCAP project represents a community effort to develop and implement evaluation strategies to judge the performance of computational methods developed for FCM data analysis. Two sets of benchmark FCM data were assembled to evaluate automated gating methods on the basis of their ability to either reproduce cell populations defined through expert manual gating or classify samples according to external variables. Seventy-seven different computational pipeline/challenge combinations were evaluated through these efforts. Every approach to automated FCM analysis published in the last 5 years, as well as several unpublished methods, participated in at least one of the challenges. Participation by the flow informatics community was not only widespread but also collaborative, including the sharing of ideas and the distribution of work to avoid duplication of efforts. The recent establishment of the flow informatics discipline has also coincided with the growth of the open-source software philosophy, which has been widely adopted by the flow informatics community. This open-access philosophy has most certainly contributed to the rapid maturation of these novel methods. One of the sample classification challenges was organized in collaboration with the DREAM initiative [31] [32] [33] [34] , which aims at nucleating the systems biology community around important computational biology problems. Given the growing use of FCM data in systems biology research, the collaboration between DREAM and FlowCAP was natural and fruitful.
One of the major goals of the FlowCAP project was to determine whether automated algorithms had reached a level of maturity such that they could be considered practically useful for routine FCM data analysis. Although none of the individual methods provided perfect results for all use cases and sample sets, the results clearly show that automated methods are now practical for many FCM use cases. From the cell population identification challenges, it is now clear that many of the individual algorithmic techniques provide excellent delineation of many different cell populations in diverse data sets. Because users are often focused on the analysis of well-defined subsets of cell populations in a given experiment, many high-ranking techniques (especially those that can learn from manual gating examples) appear to be well suited for this purpose.
In addition, ensemble clustering provides further improvement by combining the best results from multiple methods, giving excellent performance across all of the cell population identification data sets. The mean F-measure values and rank scores showed that the combined predictions obtained by ensemble clustering were more accurate than the results from individual algorithms and individual manual gates. This is important because in practice it may not be feasible to solicit multiple experts for manual gating; however, it is realistic to run multiple automated methods at minimal cost. The ablation analysis (Supplementary Note 3) confirmed that increasing the number of algorithms in the ensemble resulted in improved predictions up to a certain point. In cases in which algorithms with high scores were more frequent, the ensemble clustering performed better and was less sensitive to the exclusion of several of the algorithms (Challenges 1 and 3) . This suggests that having several good algorithms is necessary to obtain good ensemble results, but there might be a point after which adding more algorithms does not significantly improve the results. Particularly, when a large number of algorithms with high F-measures were available (the entire HSCT data set and the top AnAlysis 50 most consistently identified populations in the GvHD data set), the ensemble clustering outperformed the individual algorithms. When the individual algorithms were performing poorly (the remaining cell populations in the GvHD data set), the ensemble clustering's performance decreased as well. However, it remains to be determined whether this reflects a poor performance of the automated methods or poor performance of manual gating.
In the sample-classification challenges, many individual methods provided perfect sample-classification accuracy for two different representative data sets, with the leukemia classification use case being an important practical example. The excellent performance of automated methods, even with the relatively challenging HVTN data set, was somewhat surprising but indicates that automated methods can perform well on sample classification use cases, detecting useful biomarkers in FCM data. Although this result is promising, it will be important to obtain additional sample classification data sets for future FlowCAP challenges to determine whether they have reached a level of maturity sufficient for broad routine use, especially for clinical diagnosis applications. The third data set (HEUvsUE), on which none of the algorithms performed well, revealed an additional interesting outcome from the sample classification challenges: situations in which algorithms consistently perform well on training data but poorly on test data may indicate sample sets that are not classifiable given the data provided.
In conclusion, the FlowCAP project has provided a valuable venue for comparison of computational methods for FCM data analysis. Though there is still much to be done to make these methods optimally useful and broadly adopted (Supplementary Note 5), the results presented here are promising and suggest that automated methods will soon supplement manual FCM data analysis methods. The ability to rapidly, objective and collaboratively compare these methods through FlowCAP should catalyze rapid progress in the flow informatics field. methods Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. recall and F-measure increase, and precision decreases slightly. After that, precision decreases quickly, whereas recall remains constant, resulting in a decrease in F-measure. F-measure is relatively low when either recall or precision is low.
See ref. 44 for a comparison of F-measure versus other metrics in the evaluation of clustering algorithms.
Though mean F-measures can be used to assess the performance of each of the algorithms on each data set, the significance of the difference in the F-measure values must be accounted for to truly rank the algorithms. Therefore, to measure how significant these differences were (i.e., how sensitive they were to this specific set of samples), bootstrapping was used to compute 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Bootstrapping is a nonparametric, resampling-based method for measuring the accuracy of a sample estimate 45 . For a vector F of F-measure values produced by a given algorithm on a given data set, we produced the 95% bootstrap percentile CI for the mean as follows: (i) repeat 10,000 times: sample from F with replacement (sample size = size of F) and calculate the mean F-measure of the sample; (ii) report the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the average F-measures as the CI; (iii) end. The results are presented in Supplementary Figure 1 . Algorithms with overlapping CIs were subsequently considered tied (bold in Table 2 ).
Rank score. To derive an overall ranking of the algorithms, we used their rank score, calculated as the sum of fractional rankings of each algorithm across different data sets. Fractional ranking is based on the Borda count strategy 46 : for N algorithms, the top algorithm scored N points, the second one scored N − 1 points, and so on. The last algorithm scored 1 point. The average number of points was used in case of ties (i.e., overlapping CIs). Ensemble clustering. To evaluate the hypothesis that a consensus of all methods would provide a result better than any individual method, we combined populations that were identified by all methods using ensemble clustering. The consensus clustering problem is defined as follows: given a set of partitions (the ensemble), find a new partition P that minimizes the dissimilarity between P and the partitions in the ensemble. A partition M is defined as a binary matrix with each column corresponding to a class label. The dissimilarity (d) between a partition P and a partition element of the ensemble Q is defined as
where || · || p is the entry-wise p-norm. The permutation matrix provides a mapping between corresponding classes. For example, given three observations x, y, z, one partition may label the observations as x ∈ A, y ∈ B, z ∈ C, and another may label the observations (with independent labels) as y ∈ α, x ∈ γ, z ∈ γ. The partitions in fact are the same if we consider the classes as A = γ, B = α, C = γ. The permutation matrix Π determines how the classes in P correspond with the classes in Q. When P = 1, the measure is known as the Manhattan distance. This distance can be calculated efficiently using linear programming methods. Once a dissimilarity measure is defined-in our case, the Manhattan distance with P = 1-we must solve the harder problem of finding the partition P* that minimizes the distance for all of the partitions Q in the ensemble E.
This is an NP-hard problem (multidimensional assignment), so we used a heuristic method 39 that provides approximate solutions for the consensus partition problem, as implemented in the CLUE package 40 .
Ablation analysis was performed as follows. For a set of N algorithms A = {a 1 , a 2 , …, a N } and an ensemble clustering result EC, the following steps were performed to measure the contribution of each individual algorithm to the EC: (i) find the algorithm a i that results in the smallest reduction in F-measure when excluded from the EC; (ii) remove a i from EC; (iii) record the F-measure of EC; (iv) if A is not empty, go to (i); (v) end.
Consensus of manual gates.
As discussed in the main text, consensus clustering of manual gates was used to rank the algorithms in the refined manual gate analysis. For each population in the consensus clusters, the mean F-measure to the matching population in all other manual gates was calculated. A comparison of the relationship between the score assigned to each cell population in the consensus was compared with the absolute or relative cell frequency in linear or log space (Supplementary Figs. 15-17 ). This showed that there was usually considerable agreement between human experts and their consensus for large cell populations. However, for small populations, there was often (although not always) considerable disagreement across the experts. For this reason, we focused our ranking on cell populations with an F-measure of higher than 0.8. For evaluation of the algorithms, we started by limiting the comparison to only those cell populations that matched strongly across all manual gates (F-measure cutoff = 1) and relaxed this condition gradually (Fig. 1) .
After we completed the comparison between these independent manual gates and the automated results, it became apparent that one and perhaps two sets of manual gates were somewhat different from the others. We considered whether it might be appropriate to remove these from the ensemble of manual gates that was used in the F-measure comparison because they might be statistical outliers. However, the differences between the individual gates represent an expert's valid interpretation of the data rather than statistical noise or outliers, a conclusion supported by the observation that the outlier effect is observable in only a subset of the cell populations. That two of the gating results diverge from the others is not a sufficient justification for calling them outliers or discarding them. Removing these two sets of manual gates would, in fact, bias the results of our study because the decision would have been made after observing the results. For this reason, we would argue that removal of an outlier set of manual gates from this analysis is not scientifically or statistically justified. Indeed, this wide variation in manual gating analysis reflects the current state of flow cytometry analysis 47, 48 and provides additional support for the importance of adopting objective automated approaches.
Per-population analysis. Human consensus clustering results were matched across samples to the sample with the maximum number of populations. Then the human consensus for each sample was used as a reference for matching of the automated results of that sample. Pairwise F-measures between all algorithms and manual gates for the HSCT and GvHD data sets are shown in Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure 9 , respectively. We calculated the dendrograms using the complete-linkage hierarchical clustering and Euclidean distance between the F-measures as the metric.
These results can be used to identify cell populations that are responsible for high (or low) F-measures for further visual investigation. For example, cell population no. 3 in the HSCT data set demonstrates a high overall pairwise F-measure between all of the algorithms and manual gates (Fig. 2) , which suggests that this cell population has been relatively easy to identify. This was visually confirmed in Supplementary Figures 7 and 8 . In contrast, cell population no. 2 in the GvHD data set represents a cell population that was identified only by manual gating (Supplementary  Fig. 9 ). Further evaluation shows that this population (colored in red) is generally identical to the cyan population in every channel but has a lower FSC (Supplementary Fig. 10 ). This emphasizes the importance of designing methodologies that can use background biological knowledge in the clustering process. In this case, the humans used their knowledge about the scatter channels to partition these cells into two different populations on the basis of cell size despite their similarity in every other channel (see Supplementary Fig. 18 for a density plot of the sample).
Sample classification. FlowCAP-II included three data sets for sample classification (markers are listed in Supplementary Table 5) .
Challenge 1: HIV-exposed-uninfected versus unexposed (HEUvsUE). The goal of this challenge was to find cell populations that can be used to discriminate between HEU (n = 20) and UE (n = 24) infants. Blood samples were taken at 6 months after birth and were left unstimulated (for control) or stimulated with six Toll-like-receptor ligands. In addition to raw FCS files, half of the subject labels were provided for training purposes. Algorithms were to use these data to label the rest of the samples. These labels were used to evaluate algorithm performance.
Challenge 2: acute myeloid leukemia (AML). The goal of this challenge was to find cell populations that can discriminate between AML positive (n = 43) and healthy donor (n = 316) patients. Peripheral blood or bone marrow aspirate samples were collected over a 1-year period using eight tubes (tube #1 is an isotype control, and #8 is unstained) with different marker combinations. In addition to raw FCS files, half of the subject labels were provided for training purposes. Algorithms were to use these data to label the rest of the samples. These labels were be used to evaluate algorithm performance.
Challenge 3: identification of antigen stimulation group of intracellular-cytokine staining of post-HIV vaccine antigen-stimulated T cells (HVTN). The goal of this challenge was to correctly label the antigen stimulation group of post-HIV vaccine T-cells.
The data set contains samples from 48 individuals from the HIV Vaccine Trials Network. Each individual received an experimental HIV vaccine. Samples were collected approximately 10 months later and T cells were challenged with two antigens: ENV-1-PTEG and GAG-1-PTEG. The response of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells was measured by FCM for each group. Cells were found to respond differently to the two antigen stimulations. This is essentially a classification challenge (see Supplementary Fig. 19 for an example). For training purposes, we provided data from 24 individuals in each group. The antigen-stimulation label was provided. Participants were to correctly identify the antigen stimulation group of the test data (n = 24). The complete data set consisted of 240 FCS files. The data were compensated, transformed and partially gated (gated for singlets, live cells and lymphocytes).
Classification F-measure. The F-measure for classification is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall (the additional 'matching' step for clustering F-measure is not required). Precision is defined as TP/(TP + FP), and recall is defined as TP/(TP + FN), where TP, TN, FP and FN are true positives (e.g., AML predicted as AML), true negatives, false positives and false negatives, respectively.
Participants in the DREAM6/FlowCAP II challenge were required to submit a list of subjects ordered according to the confidence assigned to the subject being affected with AML. That allowed us to compute more metrics than the ones used in the other FlowCAP challenges (Supplementary Note 3) .
Features used for classification.
A post hoc analysis of the HVTN Challenge 3 results was performed to determine whether the features used by automated algorithms for sample classification were similar to the features selected during manual gating. A detailed description of this analysis is presented in Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Figure 20 .
